RULEBOOK

Welcome to the Bronze Age!
In Bronze you will be taken back in time 5000 years,
when the ancient societies were yet to become civilizations
and hairy mammoths roamed the land.
You will become a powerful ruler and lead your people across
the globe from snowy mountains to sunbeaten deserts and seashores.
Your people will make great discoveries: they will learn to use the wheel,
create pottery and forge the first bronze tools. Your progress will mainly
depend on establishing trade routes and exchanging knowledge with
the citizens of great cities like Babylon, Troy, Mycenae and many others.
But remember that you’ll have to contend with other mighty civilizations,
because only one of you can be the first to enter the Iron Age.

GAME COMPONENTS

1 First
Player Token
70 Technology Cards

14 Game Board
Land Tiles

1 Starting Tile
50 City Cards

120 Settlement
Markers
(30 markers
in each of four
colors)

RULEBOOK

21 Trade Route Tokens
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12 Province Tokens

This Rulebook
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marked with numbers 3, 5 and 7. You can get
a trade route token if you form a continuous
line of your settlements on a terrain type.
You get 3, 5 or 10 victory points for a trade
route token respectively.

Game Board and Tokens
Mountains

Technology Cards

Grasslands

Land Tiles

Starting Tile

Woods
Savannas
Deserts

1

2

Jungles

3

Shore
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The board is made up of several tiles: the starting
tile (marked with terrain symbols) and land tiles
(14 pieces), that are placed to the right of the
starting tile. The starting tile identifies the type
of terrain (mountains, woods, grasslands, savannas, deserts, jungles, and the shore), each given
a color and a symbol. The type of terrain is also
depicted on the back of the land tiles.
On the face side of the land tiles there are from 1 to 3
symbols in each type of terrain. They identify settlement spots, where players will place their settlement
markers. Settlement spots are divided into three
types: for farmers
, herders
and hunters .
Province tokens are placed
above the land tiles. If you are
the player with the most settlements on a certain land tile, you
get the province token that was
placed above that land tile. You
get 4, 5 or 6 victory points for
a province token.
Trade route tokens are
placed to the left of the
starting tile. There are
three trade route tokens
for each terrain type,

1. Technology name
2. Types of terrain where you can set up a settlement using this technology
3. Types of settlements you can set up using this
technology
4. Number of players required to use this card
Players use technology cards to place settlement
tokens on the game board. Each technology
allows to place certain settlements on certain
terrain types. There are seven different regular
technologies: Domestication, Pottery, Masonry,
Authority, Religion, Wheel, and Irrigation. All
cards have the universal Bronze Casting technology on the back side.

Bronze Casting is a ‘wild card’ that allows you
to set up any settlement on any terrain.
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GAME OVERVIEW

City Cards

During their turn, a player adds a technology card to
their technology matrix in front of them. This activates one or several technologies and each of them
allows the player to place one settlement on the land
tile. Players place settlements from left to right, from
one land to another. This also allows them to gain
city cards, province tokens and trade route tokens.

During the course of the game, players get city
cards. At the end of the game you get victory
points for your city cards if you fulfill the conditions on the cards. You can find a detailed
description of all the city cards on the last pages
of this rulebook.
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The game ends when one of the following occurs:
a player runs out of settlement markers;
the second stack of technology cards runs empty;
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the last land tile is fully occupied with the
players’ settlements.

1. City name
2. Victory points and the condition you need
to fulfill to gain these points

When the game end is triggered, the play continues
until the last player finishes their turn. Then the play
ers count the victory points they gain for their city
cards, province tokens and trade route tokens. The
player with the highest number of victory points wins.

3. Number of players required to use this card

Setup Example for Three Players

7

6

1

2

3
3
9

Technology pool
4

5
Technology cards

Reserve stack

8
3

City cards

GAME SETUP

8. In a two or three player game, return the city
1. Place the starting tile in the middle of the table cards that are not used with this number of players
and add random land tiles depending on the num- back to the box (they are marked the same way
ber of players (7 land tiles for two players, 9 lands as the technology cards). Shuffle the city card
deck and place it next to the game board.
for three players and 11 lands for four players),
placing them face down. Put the remaining land
9. Randomly choose the first player. They take
tiles back into the box, without looking at them:
the first player token and keep it until the end
you will not need them for this game.
of the game.
2. In a two-player game, reveal one land tile closest
to the starting tile; in a three or four player game,
reveal two land tiles closest to the starting tile.
3. Each player chooses a color and gets 30 settlement markers of that color.
4. For a two or three player game,
return the technology cards that
are not used with this number of
players back to the box.
In a two-player game only cards with two pawns
are used; in a three-player game cards with three
pawns are added, and in a four-player game all
cards must be used.
5. Shuffle technology cards, divide them into five
stacks as equally as possible and place them face
down (so that the players cannot see which card
goes where). Choose four of the stacks as your
technology pool and turn the top cards of these
stacks face up. The fifth stack is a reserve stack.
If one of the stacks in the technology pool has
been depleted, replace it with the reserve stack
and turn the top card of that stack face up.
6. Place trade route tokens to the left of the
starting tile: 10 point tokens must be next to it,
followed by 6 point tokens and 3 point tokens
on the far side.
7. Place one random province token face
up above each land tile. Put the remaining
province tokens back into the box: you will
not need them for this game.

The first player takes their turn and then the turn
proceeds clockwise.

GAME PLAY

A player’s turn consists of four consecutive
phases:
1. The player draws the top technology card from
the pool and places it in front of them;
2. The player activates their technology cards;
3. The player places settlements on the board and
gets new city cards;
4. The player gets trade route tokens and assigns
province tokens.

1. Choosing and Playing
a Technology Card

Choose the top technology card from any stack
in the technology pool and decide whether to play
it face up or face down (as Bronze Casting).
Once you have taken the top card from the stack,
you must turn the next card in this stack face
up so that all players can see the technology on it.
Note: You may not peek at the next card and decide not to take the current card. If you have taken
a card, you may not return it.
You play cards by placing them in front of yourself
into four vertical columns, creating a technology
matrix for your people. You build each column from
top to bottom, without any blanks. There can be
any number of any technology cards in a column.
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When you play a technology card you may either
place it into an existing column or start a new
one to the right or to the left from an existing co
lumn on the table, starting from the top position.
You cannot have more than four columns.
You are not allowed to change the allocation
of cards you have already played.

Example: The player has three technology cards
in their matrix. They may add the fourth card to one
of the existing columns or place it in the top row to the
right or to the left of their existing columns.

2. Activation of the Technology Cards

When you place a technology card on the table,
you activate it, i.e. gain an opportunity to set up
one settlement using this technology. At the same
time some other cards in the technology matrix
become active as well, namely:
cards to the left and to the right of the new
card (the cards next to it in the same row);
cards with the same technology as the new
card that are in the same column.

Example: The player plays a Pottery card, which
activates this card and the neighboring Masonry and
Wheel cards. This gives the player the right to set up
three settlements, one for each of said technologies.
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Example: The player plays a Domestication card
and activates all Domestication cards in that co
lumn, as well as the Masonry card to the right. This
gives the player the right to set up three settlements,
two for the two Domestication cards and one for the
Masonry card.
Exception: Bronze Casting (the technology on
the back side of the technology cards) does not
activate other Bronze Casting cards in the same
column, but it activates technology cards to the
right and to the left of it per standard rules.
Example: The player
plays a Bronze Casting
card, which activates this
card and the neighboring
Pottery card. Other
Bronze Casting cards in
that column are not
activated.
Example:
The player plays
a Domestication
card, which activates this card and
the Bronze Casting
card on its right.

Note: Technology cards have arrows to help
denote other technologies that can be activated
when these cards are played. Make sure to activate the new technology card you have added.

You may put settlement markers on any open
land tiles; however, once you occupy a spot
on the next land tile (to the right), you may
no longer set up settlements on the previous
land tiles (to the left). Any future settlements
must be put on that land tile or further.
You may place settlements on the land tile
in any order.

3. Settlement Placement

Example: Irrigation allows the player to place
their marker as a herder settlement or a farmer
settlement in the mountains, savannas or desert.
As there are no spots on the first land tile available
Each card activated during your turn allows you
for such a settlement, the player may set up their
to place one settlement marker on an unoccupied
settlement on the second land tile. However, in this
spot on the game board. The type of the spot and
case the player will no longer be able to set up settle
the terrain must meet the conditions set by the
ments on the first land tile.
activated card. If you activate several cards during
your turn, you may set up the settlements in any
If you set up a settlement on a land tile that has
order (you do not need to start from the newest
a facedown land tile to the right of it, reveal that
land tile. After this you can either put the remaincard). You may also choose not to place settleing settlements on the same land tile or move
ments for any of the activated cards.
forward, revealing the next land tile, and so on.
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If you set up a settlement on a land tile that has
no other settlements yet (except for the first land
tile), you must immediately draw cards from
the city deck. The number of cards equals to the
number of players plus one: 3 cards in a two-player
game, 4 cards in a three-player game, 5 cards
in a four-player game. Place these cards face up below the respective land tile, then take one of these
cards and place it face up in front of you.

by another player who fulfills the condition
on that player’s turn. You don’t get a lower value
token if you already have a higher value token
for the same terrain.

If you set up a settlement on a land tile where you
have no settlements yet (but other players do),
take one of the city cards available next to this
land tile and place it face up in front of you. The
last remaining city card (that no one picked up)
is discarded. Each player may gain only one
city card per land tile. Unclaimed city cards
are discarded.

Example: Blue player can’t claim the trade route
token in savannas due to yellow player’s interruption.
Yellow player has built a 3-settlement trade route
in the desert, which is worth 3 points. Blue player has
built a 5-settlement trade route in the jungles, which
is worth 6 points. In both of these cases, unoccupied
4. Getting Trade Route Tokens
spots don’t interrupt the trade route. Red player has
built a 3-settlement trade route on the shore, which
and Province Tokens
If there is a continuous line of three of your settle- is worth 3 points.
ments on one type of terrain, pick up the respec- When no more settlements may be set up on
tive trade route token: the one with a number 3,
a land tile (because all of its spots are occupied
which is worth 3 victory points. You don’t get the or all players have moved past that tile), count
token if another player already has it.
each player’s settlements of that tile to determine
the supremacy. If you have more settlements
than any other player on that
tile, take the province token
placed next to this land tile.
This token gives you victory points as indicated
You get tokens marked with a 5 (6 VP) or a 7
on the tile. If there is
(10 VP) once you have built a continuous line
a draw in the number
of 5 or 7 settlements, respectively. When you
of settlements, no
get a token of a higher value, you must return the one takes
token of a lower value for the same terrain, if you the pro
have one. The returned token may be claimed
vince token.
Note: A continuous line is a line that is not interrupted by other players’ settlements. Unoccupied
spots do no interrupt the line. If such a line is later
interrupted by another player, you do not need
to return your token.
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GAME END AND SCORING

The game can end in three ways:

1. When one of the four stacks in the technology
pool runs out, the fifth one (the reserve stack set
aside in the beginning of the game) is moved to the
pool. As soon as another stack runs out, the round
is played up to the end of the last player’s turn.
Then the game ends.
Technology pool

Before the final scoring, players determine supremacy on the land tiles that still have province
tokens above them. The supremacy is determined
only for those land tiles that were reached by all
players. Check if there is at least one settlement
marker of each player on the land tile or to the
right of it. If there is, the player who has the most
settlements on that land tile than any of the rivals
takes the province token. If there are no markers
of at least one player neither on the land tile not
to the right of it, nobody gets the corresponding
province token.
Victory points are awarded for:

Reserve stack
2. When one of the players runs out of settlement
markers, the round is played up to the end of the
last player’s turn. Then the game ends.
3. When all the settlement spots on the last land
tile are occupied with settlement markers, the
round is played up to the end of the last player’s
turn. Then the game ends.

1. Province Tokens: Each player
gains the number of points
indicated on each province token
that player has (4, 5 or 6 points).
2. Trade Route Tokens:
Each player gains the number
of points indicated on each
trade route token that player
has (3, 6 or 10 points).
3. City Cards: For each city card the player has,
that player gains the indicated number of points
if that player fulfills the condition of that card.

The VP are scored after the last player (i.e. the
player to the right of the first player
) ends
their turn. Each player should have an equal number of turns. When the last player finished their
turn, the game ends.

The player with the highest sum of victory points
wins the game. If there is a draw, the players consecutively compare the numbers of victory points
awarded for city cards, trade route tokens and
province tokens. The first player to have an advantage in any of these categories is the winner.
If there is an absolute draw, share the victory.
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SCORING EXAMPLE

The yellow player has 8 city
cards, 2 province tokens
and 2 trade route tokens.
The province tokens give the
player 6 VP and 4 VP, while
the trade route tokens give
them 6 VP and 3 VP.
The player’s technology
matrix looks like this:
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The yellow player has the following city cards:
Mohenjo-daro, Hattusa, Nafplio, Thebes,
Su Nuraxi, Ugarit, Phaistos, and Limantepe.

For Mohenjo-daro the player gains 5 VP because
there are 6 different technologies in their matrix.
For Hattusa they gain 5 VP — they have no
more than 3 technology cards of each type.
Nafplio gives the player 2 VP, for they have only
one pair consisting of Wheel and Bronze Casting
technology cards. The player does not gain any
VP for Thebes, since they don’t have a column
of 6 or more technologies in their technology
matrix. At the same time, Su Nuraxi and Ugarit
bring the player 6 VP each — the first one
for a row with Pottery, Masonry and Religion
technologies in the technology matrix and the
second one for a row with Wheel, Religion and
Authority technologies. Phaistos gives the player
2 VP for each row of 4 technologies (4 VP in
total), while Limantepe gives the player 1 VP for
each different technology in a chosen column.
The player chose the second column, so they
gain 3 VP. The yellow player has 50 VP in total.
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CITY CARDS
Acrotiri

When VP are calculated, choose any column in your technology matrix and gain 1 VP
for each different technology present on cards in that column. If you have several such cities,
you may choose the same column for each.

B1

Altyndepe

Gain 6 VP if there is at least one row with Irrigation, Pottery and Wheel cards in your technology
matrix (the order of cards doesn’t matter).

B3

Amri

Gain 6 VP if you have three different settlements (of farmers, herders and hunters)
in the savannas and also three different settlements in the jungles.

B3

Arkaim

Gain 6 VP if there is at least one row with Domestication, Authority and Pottery cards in your
technology matrix (the order of cards doesn’t matter).

A3

Assur

Gain 1 VP for each province token you have.

B3

Athens

Gain 2 VP for each pair of Bronze Casting and Religion cards in your technology matrix.

A1

Avaris

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Wheel technology in your technology matrix than any
opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Babylon

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Authority technology in your technology matrix than any
opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Bactra

When VP are calculated, choose any column in your technology matrix and gain 1 VP
for each different technology present on cards in that column. If you have several such cities,
you may choose the same column for each.

B3

Beycesultan

Gain 2 VP for each pair of Bronze Casting and Pottery cards in your technology matrix.

B2

Biskupin

Gain 5 VP if you have more settlements in the woods than any opponent (a draw gives no points).

A1

Byblos

Gain 1 VP for each trade route token you have.

A2

Corinth

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Pottery technology in your technology matrix than any
opponent (a draw gives no points).

B1

Dholavira

Gain 6 VP if you have three different settlements (of farmers, herders and hunters)
in the jungles and also three different settlements on the shore.

B3

Eshnunna

Gain 6 VP if you have three different settlements (of farmers, herders and hunters)
in the woods and also three different settlements in the deserts.

B3

Gonur Tepe

Gain 2 VP for each pair of Bronze Casting and Domestication cards in your technology matrix.

A3

Harappa

Gain 2 VP for each pair of Bronze Casting and Irrigation cards in your technology matrix.

B3

Hattusa

Gain 5 VP if you have at most three cards of any specific technology.

B2

Kerma

Gain 5 VP if you have more settlements in the deserts than any opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Kish

Gain 6 VP if you have less province tokens than any opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Knossos

Gain 2 VP for each pair of Bronze Casting and Masonry cards in your technology matrix.

B1

Kumayri

Gain 5 VP if you have more settlements in the mountains than any opponent
(a draw gives no points).

B2

Lagash

Gain 6 VP if you have more settlement markers left unplaced than any opponent
(a draw gives no points).

B3

Limantepe

When VP are calculated, choose any column in your technology matrix and gain 1 VP
for each different technology present on cards in that column. If you have several such cities,
you may choose the same column for each.

A2

Lothal

Gain 5 VP if you have more settlements in the savannas than any opponent
(a draw gives no points).

B3
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Malia

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Domestication technology in your technology matrix than
any opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Mari

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Irrigation technology in your technology matrix than any
opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Memphis

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Religion technology in your technology matrix than any
opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Mohenjodaro

Gain 5 VP if you have at least six different technologies in your technology matrix
(Bronze Casting is a separate technology as well).

B3

Mycenae

Gain 2 VP for each pair of Bronze Casting and Authority cards in your technology matrix.

B1

Nafplio

Gain 2 VP for each pair of Bronze Casting and Wheel cards in your technology matrix.

B1

Orchomenus

Gain 6 VP if there is at least one row with Masonry, Wheel and Domestication cards in your
technology matrix (the order of cards doesn’t matter).

A1

Phaistos

Gain 2 VP for each complete row of 4 cards in your technology matrix.

B2

Rakhigarhi

Gain 6 VP if you have less settlement markers left unplaced than any opponent
(a draw gives no points).

B3

Sidon

Gain 6 VP if you have at least one Bronze Casting card in each of four columns in your
technology matrix.

B2

Sintashta

Gain 5 VP if you have more settlements in the grasslands than any opponent
(a draw gives no points).

A3

Stonehedge

Gain 6 VP if there is at least one row with Religion, Domestication and Irrigation cards in your
technology matrix (the order of cards doesn’t matter).

A1

Su Nuraxi

Gain 6 VP if there is at least one row with Pottery, Masonry and Religion cards in your technology
matrix (the order of cards doesn’t matter).

B1

Susa

Gain 6 VP if you have three different settlements (of farmers, herders and hunters)
in the woods and also three different settlements in the savannas.

B3

Tel Megiddo

Gain 6 VP if you have three different settlements (of farmers, herders and hunters)
in the grasslands and also three different settlements in the deserts.

B2

Teotihuacan

Gain 6 VP if there is at least one row with Authority, Irrigation and Masonry cards in your
technology matrix (the order of cards doesn’t matter).

B1

Thebes

Gain 6 VP if you have a column of 6 or more cards in your technology matrix.

A2

Tiryns

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Bronze Casting technology in your technology matrix than
opponent (a draw gives no points).

B1

Troy

Gain 6 VP if you have more cards of the Masonry technology in your technology matrix than
opponent (a draw gives no points).

A2

Tyre

Gain 5 VP if you have more settlements on the shore than any opponent (a draw gives no points).

B2

Ugarit

Gain 6 VP if there is at least one row with Wheel, Religion and Authority cards in your technology
matrix (the order of cards doesn’t matter).

A2

Ur

When VP are calculated, choose any column in your technology matrix and gain 1 VP
for each different technology present on cards in that column. If you have several such cities,
you may choose the same column for each.

B3

Uruk

Gain 6 VP if you have three different settlements (of farmers, herders and hunters)
in the mountains and also three different settlements in the grasslands.

B3

Yinxu

Gain 5 VP if you have more settlements in the jungles than any opponent (a draw gives no points).

A3

Yoshinogari

Gain 6 VP if you have three different settlements (of farmers, herders and hunters)
in the mountains and also three different settlements on the shore.

A3
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Setup

QUICK REFERENCE

Bronze Casting does
not activate other Bronze
Casting cards in that
column.

For four players:
Place 11 land tiles, reveal two leftmost tiles.
Use all technology and city cards.
For three players:
Place 9 Land Tiles, reveal two leftmost tiles.
Use all technology and city cards, except

.

For two players:
Place 7 Land Tiles, reveal the leftmost one.
Use all technology and city cards, except
and
.
Shuffle the city card deck. Shuffle the technology cards
and divide them into 5 stacks: 4 stacks form the technology pool; the fifth one is the reserve stack. Turn all the
top cards of all the stacks in the pool face up. Place the
trade route tokens. Place a random province token
above each land tile.

Turn Order

1. Take the top card from one of the stacks in the
technology pool and place it in your technology matrix.
2. Activate the necessary cards.
3. Place settlements on the game board and gain new city
cards (if possible).
4. Gain trade route tokens and assign province tokens
(if possible).
Placing Cards into the Matrix
You can place technology cards into an existing
column or start a new column.
There can be no more than 4 columns in your matrix.

Placing Settlements
Each activated card allows the
player to place a settlement on a free
settlement spot.
The symbol on the land tile
and the terrain type must match
those depicted on the activated card.
You cannot place a settlement
on a land tile if you already have
other settlements on a land tile
to the right.
If you place a settlement
on a land tile that has a facedown land tile to the right, reveal that tile.
If you place a settlement on a land tile that has
no other settlements, draw 3/4/5 city cards (for two/
three/four players). Choose one of these cards and place
the rest below the land tile where you’ve just placed
a settlement.
If you place a settlement on a land tile where you have
no settlements (but other players do), choose one of the
city cards placed below that land tile.
Trade Routes and Provinces
If you have a continuous line of 3, 5 or 7 settlements
on one terrain type, take the corresponding trade route
token (if no one has taken it).
When you get a token with a higher value, return
the token with the lower value of the same terrain type
(if you have it).
When no more settlements can be placed on a land
tile, determine the supremacy. The player who has the
most settlements on that land tile gains the corresponding
province token.

Game End

Activating Cards in the Matrix
The card you just placed in the matrix activates:
itself;
cards to the left and right of it;
cards of the same technology in that column.

The game ends at the end of the last player’s turn if one
of these conditions is fulfilled:
a player runs out of settlement markers;
the second stack of technology cards runs empty;
the last land tile is fully occupied with the players’
settlements.
The victory points are awarded for province tokens,
trade route tokens and city cards.

